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SHIFTING THE BULDEM OF PROOF Iii FOIA LITIGaTIoN 

I've been “trying to find what I think is in the case record, a directly 

opposite statement on the purposes of defendant's discovery, to which I refer on 

pages 9 and 94 of arp first memo to you on this brief. I will continue my searches 

and may find their earlier statement that my providing discovery was indispensible 

to their aeavitie a good-faith search. I have found and below I quate what I also 

attach statenents approximating this. The language of the brief is subject to the 

interpretagion I've given it because, at the top of p. 23, they state that their 

purpose in Giacoveny was the bases of the allegation that they had not conducted an 

adequate search. Unless they prove that they did, without question, theniin even 
ear, 

this formulation they are attempting to shift the burden of proofJ All of their 

search affidevits are rebutted and the rebuttals are unrebutted, so titis is the only 

way they can avoid the fact of dispute over material factse The words of the brief 

aré that their discovery was hot intended to reverse the burden of proof and "nor 

could flefendant's discovery have accomplished this." 

The Statement of Hutexvial Facts attached to detendants' motion to dismiss 

gives as the alleged purpose off discovery learning what "allegedly demonstrates 

that the agency's search was not adequate." This is, first, a reversal of proof and 

second, utterly false. They are asking me to prove that their search was not adequate, 

which I had in fact done repetitiously in any event, instead of them proving that 

their search was adequate. 

TheYgets to the importance of the affidavits, which t think you may have 
aoe 

omitted in your brief, as distinguished from the appedlsyhich i've found language 
adil dnenm) 

in which they emt they ignored¢“In my affidavits I dia go into this at length, 
. > 

addressing theirkgge lies and proving they were liese (Inompetent lies at that 

Coe we eog artes because theirs were non~fyist person aféidaysts. ) 

On page 4 they allege that my failure to provide the discovery material 
P? 

deprived them "of a full and fair opportunity to a its caseeoo" Again, they 

are shifting the burden of proof in FOIA litigation. 

fey:



Tyeir representation on page 5 is that my Eadie to provide the discovery 

demanded deprived them "of a meaningful opportunity to demonstrate that plaintiff's 

assertions about the adequacy of the FBI's search are baseless." This amiuny to 

an admission that they demand the discovery to prove their case or that they are 

trying to place their burden of proof on me, If they have met their obligation 

“under the law they do not need discovery for this stated purposes 

  

In ijt their Opposition tor any motion for a protective order, while here 

liniting themselves to the "JUNE" seston ney state (is 14) that umless I 

"List6) the facts and documents upon which - bases that dispute the defendant will 

be unable to adequately address the assertion that the HBI's search did not include 

\ounet files." They also state that this is true with regard: to Hosty and hii ran, Uae) 

t¥ hw gh 
- 

They actually say that they need this disocvery to establish that they did make 

these searches, or they’reverse the rhea 

But in fact, as I've indicated earlier, in this they picked and misused a bad 

examples I proved that they had "JUNE" material on Marina and all they provided, 

although they have more, is the Marina’ J me material. They knew they had it and that 

it was relevant when they withheld it and did not make any Claim:ito:exemption to 

ithnola ite ZA har. withhold it / «< 

They have JUNE material on Garrison. Thespisclosea sone from New Orleans to me 
DI peloased Aly NT 

in C.4. 75-1996 and spas dor tosediaeeneved & vast Te transcripts when Hey 

indicted him, Q case they lost. They disclosed the identity of theims informer who 

agreed to the wiretapsing and carvied thes body recording equipment and his full 

history in the witness protection program, which he claimed they ran so badly he 

was better off and safer without the marshals, 0 dyn fut e whl dymarn. 26 Mere 
eo 

Fgr your understanding, they can't, as they say they make JUNE searches, wietouct 
61ner 

sekcbiowtbe- searchog tinier the names they have refused to search under, hence, again, 
x 

the need for the very large lie at the opening of the brief and not making any search 

/ 
at all in Dellas before cbaimin;: full compliance. (The sibseement search was responsive
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This and so much like it, which are keyed to the deliberate lie with which the 

brief opens, about what the Dallas request was really for, underscores what I regard 

as the urgency for filin;; a motion to expunge as false. 

None of this is admitted by the New Orleans office and itis specific in ny nn 

appeals and affidavits.



to only a few of the matters Shea raised with them and did not even include Marguerite 

Oswald, the mothér, who is a major part of the investigation, including over her 

allegations against the BI.) 3 > ) Lire 

With coputte Hosty, the same is true. I told them where they had pertinent 

information hidden and they later were forced to provide it, without proving that 

this was all. 4nd it isn't all. . 

With regard to Walter, the only other thing they mention here, I provided even 

their cover—the-ass memo in which they detail how a report was to be hidden from 

search and whefe it was hiddene 

This gets to the importance of what you omitted from your brief after I asked 

you to include it, their admission that outside discovery I had already provided 

alj this information and documentation and at this point in their Opposition they 

underscore its importance and make the misrepresentation ff, hich I earlier 

informed you, misreprescntin bf aracterizing alj I provided as identical with 
—- ¢) 

their misrepresentation eg what I said Pout, a Single JUNE appeal. They represent 
this a lie. 1 gave won le AM Mpers 

that I provided no additional information about this also, Yet it is clear from the 

language they quote (on pe 16) that all I alleged is that "I called attention to [forthe 

   

   

— Dallas , 
'the existence of an undisclosed/ ‘June' vile and noncompliance with regard to cw” a 

Ghose recordse"liy sole purpose was and was stated to be the fact that I had done if iV (h 

this, which was true. The fact is that they were forced +o produce this material \ 

later, and they knew it all along, without my appeal or any discovery. It is indexed lye 

Her@, and in other language that is even more dishonest, they admit receiving 

and being aware of all the enormous amount of information and documentation I had 

provided. “Havin;- obtained such input from My, pesaberg," page 4, and acknowledgement 

of receipt of "mounds of paper." tor rer to the exceptional and only appeals 

record of its sort, and it is a reference to the apseal, not the appeal itself, 

  

as "typical, " which is a g gross. and deliberate lie. They d& claim¢ that they 

were "impossible to decipher, much less respond toe" (Thus again I wae attachnent of



This clain relating to how they can make JUNE Searches also is nsifirue, They have and have disclosed in other litigation, not fewer than three indexes, a) subject, b) heards and c) overheards. So on electronic Surveillance:. there are not efuer than three indexes no sarch of which is attested to or made. It is obvious that if they had made any such Searches, at the very least theytd have turned up Marina in Dalias and Garrison and others [tne sucndinanh ned all Likelihood include me) in New Orleans} )



Some of the appeals and/or affidavits (Caire affidavit is both), including the Dallas police tapes, ticklers, etc, 

tn the absence of Citation, an# a complete and deliberate fabrication cannot be cited to anything, they actually admit that they decided to ignore all my detailed appeals and their documentation and instead to regard Lesar's earlier and incomplete generalized appeal” that contains no Cocumentationg aS my only appeal, 
+ 

His waw what Shea described as a "protective" appeal, 12 MMe 

even of typographical errors. Y, ere. 

Hy originsl book on the Warren Commission was the first ang is the only one still in print, It went through nore than 10 printings and is stillfused ax in college courses, as others also are, There has never been any question about Comprehensibility, a word they use about this elsewhere, Ft von Aids wnder nel t godine Neanwhile, they also do not even attempt to explain how appeals made after the 6/ 5/69 protective appeal are included in it andy obviously, none of my ignored appeals have been considered, except for the few, like “arina Oswald ‘sueVeLLLanos » the index and a fey others listed in the Phillips) affidavit of which I provided Pages to reflect the importance of the litigation in eycn their terms, Sheaks letter in which he unsuccessfully undertook to cover his ow aSs8, cited at the end of the foctnote On Pe 16, underscores what they ignore and I fear you omitted, the affidavits I filed in court, be pasted the back 
With futher regard to this discovery, the brief admits that I did argue that they did not quire discovery (p. 20) but at no pognt do they cite any refutation 

obo mit ond ALAL Fi 
in the Case record of present it here; likewise, they admit that T argued extreme 

wy) 
burdensonenes, but at no point do they cite any refutatpion or even attempt at refutation before the district court, They made no effort to refute my evidence with 
any contradictory evidence becau..e there is none and cannot be, Shey wtinded, Lu heh FOYE MESS.



my +he deliberateness of this fabrication is underscored by the fact that when 

a» 

they made it at district court level I responded in full, including MM cit:.tion 
of their own regulations, ufich require them not only Fo consult me but even to 
provide rewriting assistance if desired. Ydviously there is no response because 
they have lied about everything throughout this long litigation and without lies 
are utterly naked and exposed.


